Food Service Establishment Inspection Summary Report

Operation: SOUTHPORT DIXIE LANES (ID: 265632 )
Facility Name: SOUTHPORT DIXIE LANES
Facility Code: 00063-01
Facility Address: 1154 Broadway, Elmira, NY 14904

To the Attention of:
Mark & Michelle D'angelo
Db - Southport Dixie Lanes
1154 S. Broadway
Elmira, NY 14904
Email: mitchyd298@aol.com

Inspection
Date: September 18, 2018  01:32 PM
Inspector: Zachary Brueckman (zbrueckman@co.chemung.ny.us)
Responsible Person: Mark Dangelo

Summary
Number of Public Health Hazards Found: 0
Number of Public Health Hazards NOT Corrected: 0
Number of Other Violations Found: 0

Each item found in violation is reported below along with the code requirement.

NO CRITICAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED

NO ADDITIONAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED
Additional Information Collected During Inspection

Comments: No violations observed during inspection. Observe accurate probe style thermometer. Hotdogs in plastic zip style bag had a temperature of 41F in homestyle refrigerator. Cheese in large plastic covered bin had a temperature of 39F. Analog thermometer hanging in refrigerator to allow accurate evaluation of temperature. Cookies being served to patrons were in large covered self serve container with tongs available. Observed patrons using tongs to serve themselves. Discussed preventing barehand contact, and not allowing patrons to reach in container with barehands. Observed test strips (quaternary ammonia) in cabinet near bar.

Inspector: Zachary Brueckman
(zbrueckman@co.chemung.ny.us)

Received by: Mark Dangelo